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Abstract—Self-organizing circuits are subject to current research, especially self-organizing logic gates (SOLGs). The selforganizing aspect enables the latter to be operated ’backwards’,
meaning that outputs can be used as inputs and vice versa.
This makes SOLGs potential candidates to solve mathematically
complex problems efficiently. Although SOLGs have been subject
to up to date research, the investigated circuits center around
purely mathematical models of memristors. In this work, we aim
to solve the NP-complete subset sum problem with SOLGs based
on a physical model of real memristors. The memristors of choice
are RRAM-cells, as they provide a promising performance and a
fast convergence due to their rapid switching behavior. For this
purpose, we exploit the wave digital emulation technique which
differs from many other emulation techniques by preserving
passivity. It is shown that a simple subset sum problem is properly
solved.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In modern times, most of the worldwide communication
already occurs through the internet. Cybersecurity therefore
is an aspect that will become more and more important in the
future, since electronic eavesdropping of sensitive information
is a massive threat for personal data and industrial spying
alike. Modern cryptographic techniques mostly rely on so
called one way functions, which are easy to compute in
one direction yet finding their inverse functions is very
challenging. One well-known example is the NP-hard
problem of prime factorization which is widely used in
today’s cryptographic approaches.
However, the upcoming of quantum computing challenges
current standards in cryptographic. The theoretical framework
suggests that the prime factorization can be solved efficiently
and therefore demand for new quantum proof cryptographic
systems. One function often mentioned in this context is
the subset sum problem, because it is mathematically more
complex than the prime factorization and there currently
is neither a standard nor quantum algorithm to solve this
problem efficiently in its entirety [1], [2]. Hence, it is a
candidate for post-quantum cryptosystems.
Another system challenging cryptographic techniques are
memcomputers which are known to solve prime factorizations
[3] and even the subset sum problem in polynomial time

[4]. The approach involves finding a theoretical model of
an analog circuit that represents the problem at hand. In
that regards, so called self-organizing logic gates (SOLGs)
have been constructed which can be operated ’backwards’,
meaning that input nodes can be used as output nodes and
vice versa [5]. The central element in these approaches is a
resistor with memory called a memristor [6].
While current investigations are promising, it is yet to be
seen whether SOLGs can operate with real memristive
devices. In general, resistive random access memory (RRAM)
cells are promising real memristors that firstly have been
applied in memory applications [7], [8]. Their fast switching
behavior and the fact that they are well studied also makes
them a candidate for applications in self-organizing circuits
as well [9], [10]. Although the design and development
process of RRAM-cells is costly, they are well suited for
manufacturing. The current approach is to deploy emulators
based on a mathematical model of a physical RRAM-cell
as an intermediate step towards a hardware realization. The
here utilized emulation technique is based on the wave digital
concept since it is know to preserve passivity [11]. It has
successfully been used for memristors in general [12], [13]
and RRAM-cells in particular [14].
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II details on the
deployed RRAM-cell is presented. The self-organizing logic
gates (SOLGS) are briefly discussed in Sec. III before the
wave digital model of a self-organizing logic and (SO-AND)
gait with physical RRAM-cell models is established in Sec.
IV. We then apply our model to solve the NP-complete subset
sum problem in Sec. V. A final conclusion summarizes the
main results and an outlook on future work is given.
II. RRAM-C ELL
The memristor model we utilize in this work is based
on the hafnium dioxide RRAM-cell investigated in [14]. Its
underlying differential equation of the memory state z is
ż = g(u)[σ(u)σ(z) + σ(−u)σ(1 − z)],

g(u) = Sp Σ(u − Utp ) + Sn Σ(u − Utn ),

(1)

Rξ
where σ(ξ) is the Heaviside function, Σ(ξ) = 0 σ(η)dη, z =
0 and z = 1 describe the RRAM-cell in the low resistance
state R0 and high resistance state R1 , respectively, Sp and Sn
describe the steepness of transitioning between the resistance
states, and Utn and Utp are the negative and positive thresholds
for the transitional behavior, respectively.
The voltage current relationship of the deployed RRAM-cell
is described by
i(t) = W (z, u)u(t) = M −1 (z, u)u(t),

(2)

M (z, u) = R0 + z(R1 (u) − R0 ).

RRAM-cells are a particular interesting candidate in selforganizing memristive circuits aiming to solve mathematically
complex problems, e.g. SOLGs, due to their fast switching
behavior. That is because a quick consensus is expected which
would results in a low convergence time.
III. S ELF -O RGANIZING L OGIC G ATES

IV. WAVE D IGITAL R EPRESENTATION

Due to lack of space, we cover the section on SOLG only
briefly and refer the interested reader to [5]. Firstly, we set
the convention that a logical ’true’ is encoded by a voltage of
1V and a logical ’false’ with a voltage of −1V. Fig. 1 shows
the circuit of a self-organizing AND (SO-AND) gate. The SOAND gate consists of three so called dynamic correction modules (DCMs) Sµ that are interconnected through memristors
M4 , M5 . Each DCM consists of two voltage-controlled voltage
generators (VCVGs), a voltage-controlled differential current
generator (VCDCG) and a memristor.
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In case of an analog circuit, it might be that uµ 6= ±1V .
If so, we currently obtain undesired stable states of the SOAND gate, as there is a continuum of equilibrium states of the
overall circuit. VCDCGs inject the currents jµ into terminals
µ, depending on the algebraic sign of the voltage present at the
specific terminal. This forces the SOLG to reconfigure itself
and eventually reach a stable configuration with a voltage level
distinctly encoding a logic level.
As stated above, the logic states are encoded into the
voltage. Consequently, a logical negation is simply realized
by swapping the terminals. A SO-AND gate and negation
element are the only essential tools to create a SO-OR and
a SO-XOR gate, which is because A ∨ B = ¬[¬A ∧ ¬B] and
A ⊕ B = [A ∨ B] ∧ ¬[A ∧ B]. For the desired application
of this work, these are all the necessary building blocks. It is
furthermore assumed throughout this work that all logic gates
are SOLGs.
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Fig. 1: Circuit based realization of a SO-AND gate with
DCMs Sµ consisting of resistive VCVGs vR,µ , memristive
VCVGs vM,µ and VCDCGs jµ . They are connected through
memristors M4 , M5 , respectively.
The VCVGs vλ,µ , where λ = {M, R}, µ = {1, 2, 3}, inject
a current in combination with a resistor or memristor into
a gate to make configurations stable or unstable, depending
on the desired functionality. In other words, they determine
the equilibriums states of the circuit. The computation of
generated voltage is a linear combination of input voltages
uµ at the terminals µ.

To create an emulator based on the wave digital algorithm
we first transform voltage u and current i to the voltage waves
a and b through
a = u + Ri,

b = u − Ri,

(3)

with the port resistance R > 0. By observing the structure
of the DCMs in Fig. 1, it can be seen that they consists of
the parallel interconnection of a resistive VCVG, a memristive
VCVG and a VCDCG. First, the wave digital representations
of these two ports will be derived before we connect them
through a parallel adaptor which accounts for their interconnection.
Firstly, the memristive voltage source of Fig. 3 can be written
in wave quantities through (3)
u = v − Mj

⇔

a = ρM b + [1 − ρM ]v,

(4)

−RM
with ρM = M
M +RM , and M = M (z, uM ) being the RRAMcell discussed in Sec. II. Note that the role of a and b reverse
in case of a source. The resistive voltage source is a special
case of (4) in which M (z, uM ) = RM = R. Therefore,

u = v − Rj

⇔

a = v.

(5)

Note that a VCDCG jµ and a resistive VCVG vR,µ can be
combined into one resistive VCVG with v = vR,µ +Rjµ . With
these wave digital representations we can model the DCMs Sµ
in the wave digital domain as pictured in Fig. 4 (left), where
the middle element is a 4-port reflection free parallel adaptor,
described by
b = Sa with S = eγ T − 1 and γ T =

2eT G
,
eT Ge

where S is the scattering matrix, e = [1, . . . , 1]T , 1 is the
identity matrix, G = diag(Gµ , GS,µ , GM , G̃S,µ ), G̃S,µ =
Gµ + GS,µ + GM and Gν = Rν−1 . For more details we refer
to [11].
As for the memristive interconnection of DCMs through
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Fig. 2: Wave digital model of the SO-AND gate in Fig. 1.
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to highlight to the implicit relationships that can be observed
at the three memristors of the DCMs and the two connection
memristors which can be dealt with iterator elements [15].
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The general subset-sum problem is known to be

Fig. 3: Memristive voltage source (left) and its wave digital
representation (right).
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Fig. 4: Dynamic correction modules Sµ (left) deployed for
every input/output port µ and its wave digital representation
(right).
memristors M4 , M5 , a memristor is also special case of (4)
with v = 0, leading to
u = −M j

⇔

(6)

The wave digital representation of the memristive interconnection of the DCMs Sµ is shown in Fig. 4 (right), where the
middle element is a 3-port reflection-free series adaptor with
b = Sa with S = 1 − γeT

and γ =

2Re
,
eT Re

where R = diag(R̃c,µ , RM , R̃c,µ ), R̃c,µ = R̃c,µ + RM .
Complete wave digital model of the SO-AND gate can be
obtained through a proper port-wise interconnection of the
models in Fig. 4. Consequently, the complete wave digital
model of the circuit in Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 2. We like

cµ wµ ≤ s,

with wµ are integer number and s is the upper bound to
the sum. We are specifically interested in the application in
cryptography [1] and therefore trying to solve the problem
with equality
n
X
s=
cµ wµ ,
(7)
µ=1

assuming that it is uniquely solvable. In order to obtain a
circuit which is able to solve (7), we require self-organizing
half-adders (SO-HA), self-organizing full-adders (SO-FA) to
model the summations, and self-organizing toggle units (SOTU) to represent binary variables cµ deciding whether wµ is
part of the solution. It is known that HAs can be realized by
properly interconnecting one XOR-gate and one AND-gate,
while a FA can be build from two AND-gates, two XORgates and one OR-gate. Fig. 5 shows the setup to solve (7) for
n = 3, with wµ being 3-bit numbers and s is a 5-bit number.
Their representation in the binary system is noted by
wµ =

2
X
ν=0

b = ρM a.

µ=1

wµν 2ν ,

s=

4
X

sν 2ν .

(8)

ν=0

One of the SO-TUs is diplayed in the top box, where the
results of the SO-AND gates are wµ ν if cµ is a logical 1 and
the results are logical 0 otherwise.
The normal, trivial operating mode of the circuit would be
to have cµ as inputs and sν as outputs. The goal of the
self-organizing structure in this application is to reverse these
roles, such that sν is the input and cµ the desired output. The
emulation results for w1 = 2, w2 = 1, w3 = 5 and s = 7 are
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that after t ≈ 50ms the wave
digital emulation converges to c1 = c3 = 1V (logical ’true’)
and c3 = −1V (logical ’false’). This result is indeed correct as
1·w1 +0·w2 +1·w3 = s, confirming that physical RRAM-cells
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For future research it is interesting to investigate if the
setup works for large amounts of numbers, as they would be
practically used in cryptographic approaches to cybersecurity.
Emulators like ours will aid this research by enabling live
sensitivity analyses or parameter optimization to enhance
convergence speed [16]. Additionally, different algorithms
for the protection of sensible data, possibly on the basis
of mathematically even more complex problems, need to be
developed for post-memcomputing cryptosystems.
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Fig. 5: Graphical representation of a SO 3-bit subset-sum
problem solver consisting of SO toggle units (top box) and
SO half- and full-adders (bottom box), used to solve (7) for
three 3-bit numbers w1 , . . . , w3 and a 5-bit number s.
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these approaches suitable candidates to solve mathematically
complex problems efficiently. We developed an emulator
based on the wave digital algorithm and confirmed the
proper functioning of SOLGs with RRAM-cells through our
emulation results.
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Fig. 6: Emulation results show a fast convergence of 50ms to
the subset-sum problem of (7) with w1 = 2, w2 = 1, w3 = 5
and s = 7.

can be deployed in order to solve the NP-complete problem
of the subset sum.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this work, the subset sum problem was investigated in
order to find its inverse operation through circuits on the basis
of self-organizing logic gates with physical models of RRAMcells. The intrinsic parallelism of electrical quantities makes
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